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< Ling Hai Map > is compiled by Yu Yao who was a censor of Ming 
Dynasty.Duringinvestigating as a censorin Guangdong Province,Yu Yao compiled this 
local chronicle. The local chronicle has one volume. There are twelve maps in the 
book, the first one isthemap of the whole Guangdong Province , the next ten pictures 
are themaps of ten prefectures in Guangdong Province. The last one is the map of the 
countries around the South China Sea. Each mapisattached toa sequence and a ji.Their 
function is to mainly complement andexplaining the contents of the maps. This paper 
tries to have a comprehensive study of this book and give prominence to the value of< 
Ling Hai Map >. 
This article expands discussion mainly from four aspects.First of all, the paper 
discusses the written background of < Ling Hai Map > , the experience in officialdom 
of Yu Yao and the versions of this book. Secondly, the paper outline this book and 
other people’s evaluation of < Ling Hai Map >, then specifically introduce the style 
and contents of the book. Thirdly, this article gives an account of compiling features 
of <Ling Hai Maps> as a local chronicle and describes the book’sstyle features and 
the ideology of brief ,practical feature and importance to the ideological map 
applications.Finally, through gathering the historical application and reference of < 
Ling Hai Maps>,the paper illustrates the summary by category, comparatively and 
completely reflects the historical value of <Ling Hai Maps>from geography, maps, 
ethnography, foreign exchange, official and other aspects. 
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